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FROM YOUR DACM
The topics of learning and leadership have been on my mind in recent
weeks, and for good reason. Since our last newsletter, my team covered
the recent Acquisition Training Symposium at the Defense Acquisition
University (DAU), where a number of principal leaders from the Office
of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Sustainment
(OUSD(A&S)) provided the latest insights on delivering faster capability
to the warfighter. Additionally, we hosted our second Leaders Building
Leaders event at DAU, Ft. Belvoir, in mid-April.

greetings

Although both events were held several weeks apart, similar themes
emerged: 1) an internal focus on continuous personal development, and
2) an external focus on organizational alignment to mission requirements.
As mentioned by The Honorable Alan R. Shaffer, Deputy Under
Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Sustainment at
DAU’s Acquisition Training Symposium, acquisition systems and
programs are being updated and streamlined. He stated that because the future of learning
will be multidisciplinary, the DoD will need to enable more agile learning opportunities for
all workforce members. Mr. Shaffer also indicated that attention is increasingly focused on
recruiting, retaining, and growing the best acquisition workforce possible.
“Creating a decisive edge for our warfighters requires the acquisition workforce to use
new technologies, integrate new capabilities, adapt our approaches, and change business
practices,” said Mr. Jim Woolsey, DAU President, at the Acquisition Training Symposium.
Referring to DAU’s vision, he said, “In addition to the certification training courses you have
grown to know us for, DAU is undergoing a transformation as it explores new ways to help
you succeed on the job, including new online tools, interactive guide books, mobile apps, and
videos that will capture powerful examples from those at the forefront of acquisition.”
In keeping with developing ourselves and organizations, the Leaders Building Leaders Keynote
speaker, Mr. John H. James, Jr., Executive Director, Missile Defense Agency, foot-stomped
the importance of developing an individual development plan and described how it paid
dividends in his career. Mr. Steve Olds, CEO, Patriot Mission, provided a means to develop
ourselves and others via an action plan. Major General, U.S. Air Force (Ret.), Joe Balskus,
echoed those sentiments at the Leaders Building Leaders event. “You can always improve and
make a difference,” encouraged Balskus. He added, “Be an on-purpose leader, willing and
hungry to learn and always dig deeper, while maintaining, as much as possible, an adaptive
style.”
There are the proverbial two sides to every coin and, while personal development is critical,
the other side of the coin is how do you grow a team when you are not in a leadership role?
Captain, U.S. Navy (Ret.), Mark Pimpo, encouraged attendees to “grow yourselves – but also
remember to grow your teammates – to help them make better decisions.” Mr. Pimpo added,
“…and always choose excellence over success!”
In summary, these recent events, featuring practitioners speaking from experience (and
their hearts), were designed to help us better understand the unique challenges of change,
decision-making, conflict resolution, and becoming better leaders within our respective
organizations. They highlighted the importance of team cohesion and effectiveness, which is
critical when leading organizational transformation. As your constant advocate, I pledge that
the 4th Estate DACM team will continue to provide learning opportunities that ensure the
acquisition workforce is the most collaborative, adaptive, and responsive it can be.

Scott Bauer

4th Estate DACM
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LEADERS BUILDING LEADERS EVENT: A REVIEW

As we listened, one of the graphics Ms. Lauren Green drew
during the Acquisition Leadership Challenge Program
(ALCP) II course came to mind. For those who have not
seen her work, Lauren creates real-time visual graphics
depicting a class or presentation’s key points. In this
instance, she drew a duck. Above the water line, the duck
is calmly swimming. Below the water line, the duck’s feet
are paddling furiously, churning away – belying the visible
calmness above the water line.
While listening to Mr. Balskus, we looked around the
conference hall and thought about all the “churning” that
happened before this year’s April LBL event beginning with
several hot washes late in August 2018 after the inaugural
event. From those meetings, we learned that participants
perceived the event to be good value and offered a few
recommendations. From the team’s perspective, we
wanted to continue
to help transition
acquisition to
a culture of
performance – a
culture in which
well-trained and
agile leaders are
critical to the
mission’s success.
4

As part of that culture of performance, the
ALCP courses that the 4th Estate DACM team
provides offers a continuum of leadership
growth, beginning with ALCP I that focuses
on individual behavioral
preferences and leadership
tendencies. Moving on, ALCP
II incorporates individual
talents to create a cohesive
workforce by providing
practical strategies for leading
others. Finally, ALCP III focuses
on mentoring, coaching, and feedback skill
development in order to set an organizational
vision – the whole leadership continuum, if you
will, from self-to-team-to-organization.

Leaders

I

t is Thursday afternoon, 18 April, the last day of the
annual 4th Estate Leaders Building Leaders (LBL) event.
Major General (Ret.), Air Force, Joe Balskus, is summing
up the event’s main points and asks, “What happens if we
invest in our leaders? Well, what happens if we don’t?”
Good questions. We cannot afford to not invest in our
leaders, which was one reason the 4th Estate DACM
team created the Leaders Building Leaders event in 2018.
We wanted an opportunity for aspiring mid-level leaders
to increase their understanding about what it means to
be a leader, particularly at this time when change and
efficiencies are at the forefront of acquisition discussions.

Of course, some of that initial “churn” needed
to ensure a seamless LBL event included
determining which courses to offer. Ultimately,
ALCP I and ALCP II, along with two other
courses were offered: Talent Management and
Engagement and Influence. Their main tenets,
respectively, are that leadership is ongoing
and, without experiences, leadership is difficult.
Ultimately, the goal of the selected suite of
courses was to provide attendees with insight
into personal accountability, leveraging diversity
of thought, how to best develop others, the
art of mentoring and succession planning, and
other soft-skills leadership training.
The advance “churning” did not just include the
4th Estate team. It also included participants.
As we surveyed the audience, we thought
about the effort each one had invested prior
to their attendance. Several months earlier,
each completed pre-assessments ranging
from the Decision Style Profile (DSP) to the
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Hitting the ground running was important because all
participants not only completed one leadership and talent
management course but also attended four keynote/
presentations and selected two breakout sessions – for
a total of 24 CLPs – good value in and of itself. Of course,
that was the formal schedule. Informally, networking
with expert practitioners, colleagues, and other aspiring
leaders provided more value. Additionally, participants’
time management and organizational skills were tested as
they quickly moved from event to event. Good value for
all.
To ensure a calm event, additional churning took place
with our team that shares a common purpose and
believes in the value of empowering all. A “churning” team
must understand how each member fits into the ultimate
goal – to facilitate skillsets that empower all leaders,
regardless of current positions.
As we reflected on our responsibilities for ensuring the
LBL event was “calm” with no visible “churn”, we recalled
an article about Disney, the corporation. Disney refers
to its employees in a special way. Not as employees. Not
as actors or servers but as “cast members,” regardless
of their actual positions. In this way, each stakeholder is
empowered as decision-maker.
“That’s not my job” is not a phrase heard within the Disney
culture. The article referenced an ice cream vendor who,
after selling a cone to a child, who had stood patiently,
along with his mother, in line for nearly 30 minutes,
noticed the child was distraught because he had dropped
the cone. Immediately, Disney culture
kicked in. The vendor – cast member
– knew he was the only one to fix
the situation. He didn’t want the
boy and his mother to return to
the back of the line and pay for
a second cone; he just wanted to
solve the problem, which he did
simply by giving the boy another
cone and quickly cleaning up the
dropped cone. Empowerment.
And that is our team as well. Empowered. Each team
member embodies what is best about teamwork. All
of us want to create a seamless event and help each
other ensure that happened. In collaboration with our
Leadership Foundry partner, we are, together, stronger
than individual efforts alone.
What other kinds of tasks went into the organization?
There were so many. After articulating the theme of the
event, motivated leadership, guest speakers were screened
and selected. The kick-off speaker, Mr. Steve Olds, CEO,
5

Patriot Mission, got everyone thinking about
the value of leadership when he encouraged
participants to (1) challenge themselves, (2)
take a risk, and (3) consider the future. The
DoD Keynote Speaker, Mr. John H. James, Jr.,
Executive Director, Missile Defense Agency,
espoused the value of true mentorship – which,
for him, means developing relationships in
which we are told the things we need to know
but might not want to hear. Without mentorship
and proper feedback application,
leaders cannot expect to operate
successfully in environments of
high ambiguity. The third guest
speaker, Captain (Ret.) Mark
Pimpo, Vice President within the
Chick-Fil-A family, highlighted
the importance of asking
questions. It is in the asking that
we learn. Additionally, Captain
Pimpo encouraged attendees to
define their view of success for their
personal and professional lives – and
provided Chick-Fil-A sandwich vouchers – much
to the enjoyment of all participants!
With presenters chosen, breakout session
topics were then selected to ensure a safe
environment for aspiring mid-level leaders to
continue growing and learning.

Building

Campbell Leadership Index (CLI) 360. This pre-investment
communicated the seriousness each brought to the event
and prepared them to hit the ground running. Their
preparation beforehand created their personal calm
during the event.

1. Appreciating Generational Differences
was selected because in an age in which
five generations are working together in
the workplace, generational stereotypes
need to be discounted in favor of identifying
primary mindset differences between
generations. This session provided practical
insights for building inclusive cultures
and realizing the benefits of generational
diversity to achieve higher levels of
organizational success.
2. Critical Thinking offered a three-step
framework into which critical thinking
methods can be applied to clarify the facts
and assumptions, provide an analysis
framework, and logically navigate through
complex issues, all in an effort to reach the
end goal to improve employee involvement
in and buy-in for critical decisions.
3. Feedback/Mentoring/Coaching helped
participants adopt a skillset repertoire to
make mentoring and succession planning
part of the fabric of their business. It
focused on the practice of becoming
a coaching leader. Participants were
instructed how to effectively partner with
individuals to assess, challenge, and support
behavior towards achieving a meaningful
objective through active listening and
questioning techniques used during
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Threat Defeat Organization and serves as
the principal advisor to the Director on
all matters relation to coalition partner
relationships and strategic planning; Ms.
Kathleen Butera, Executive Director,
Human Capital, Defense Contract
Management Agency (DCMA), who oversees
the policies and processes which govern the
DCMA worldwide civilian
population; and
Ms. Lois Harper,
Dean, Capital
& Northeast
Region, Defense
Acquisition
University, who
is responsible
for providing
acquisition
education and training
to approximately 40,000 Department of
Defense acquisition professionals.

Leaders

coaching sessions.
4. Leaders are especially vulnerable to stress, which is
why the Stress, Wellness, and Energy Management
was offered. Often, leaders put organizational and
others’ needs first, sacrificing their own well-being
in the process. In this session, participants were
taught how to set mind, body, heart, and spirit microinitiatives to be better equipped for workplace stress
and enhanced productivity.
5. Communicating Effectively was conducted to offer
employees and supervisors a long-term, value-added
development opportunity in becoming more effective
communicators to lead, manage, and supervise
others and work collaboratively as a team within an
organizational structure.
6. The Revise and Update DoDI 5000.02 session was
designed to discuss sections of the 5000.02 with an
eye toward providing specific recommendations as
to what to keep and what to adjust in the directive
that provides the policies and principles that govern
acquisition.
7. Finally, Speed Networking was selected for a
second year. During this breakout, participants,
who completed a pre-session questionnaire about
their current position and aspirations, had the
opportunity to speak one-on-one with 4th Estate
defense acquisition senior leaders – leaders who
had seen each participant’s questionnaire responses
and were able to tailor and customize their advice.

With such a great lineup, it was no small feat
for our 4th Estate team and partners to have
shepherded 1000 plus individual surveys to
ensure that more than 90% of the 150 aspiring
acquisition leaders attended two of their top
three breakout sessions choices.

And the tasks continued. As already mentioned,
mentors were presented with each participant’s
questionnaire responses and participants
were given their own customized schedule,
which included information about the keynote
speaker, guest speakers, mentors, breakout
sessions, and networking opportunities.
Disney had it right. Team empowerment is the
answer. In fact, one might say that in going
through all the churning before the calm of
the actual event, the 4th Estate DACM and
Leadership Foundry teams embodied key
elements emphasized during the LBL event:
Selected mentors included Mr. Joe Balskus, Vice
President and Director of Leadership Foundry, with
more than 35 years’ experience at the forefront
of civilian and military organizations as a change
architect and strategist for multi-functional teams;
Ms. Maureen Higgins, Assistant Director, Human
Capital and Resource Management, Defense Contract
Audit Agency who serves as the principal advisor
to the Director and executive leadership on human
capital management and learning and development
among other functions; Mr. José Gonzalez, Executive
Director, Human Capital Initiatives, who advises
the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition
and Sustainment on matters relating to policy and
governance; Mr. James Craft, Direct, for the Plans
and Training Department at the Joint Improvised6

1. Great leaders serve.
2. Decisions made will make a difference.
3. Grow ourselves; grow our teams.
And as Mr. Balskus’ summation concluded
and the clapping commenced, we reflected
again about his thought-provoking questions,
“What happens if we invest in our leaders?
Well, what happens if we don’t?” While leaving
the auditorium, we caught up with a few of
our team members, aka “cast members,” who
were already talking about improvements for
next year’s event and we smiled. The 4th Estate
DACM team and its partners will continue to
invest in its leaders as we prepare for next
year’s Leaders Building Leaders event!
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B

generational differences

LEADERS BUILDING LEADERS:
APPRECIATING GENERATIONAL DIFFERENCES

elieve it or not, there are currently five generations in today’s workplace according to Gary “Doc”
Murdock, of Leadership Foundry, who led a breakout session entitled “Appreciating Generational
Differences”. Given the differences of opinions between generations regarding beliefs, politics, and
values, it takes patience to work together. Addressing similarities and differences between the generations
and how to best work together was the focus of his presentation.

Each of the five distinct generation categories makes up approximately 20% of the U.S. population,
according to recent census information:

1. The Traditionalists (born prior to 1946) are sometimes referred to as “The Greatest Generation” and
generally established a work ethic foundation.
2. Baby Boomers (born between 1946-1964) play a major role in driving decisions in today’s workplace.
3. Those born between 1965-1979, Generation X, appreciate a work-life balance and may subscribe to the
work smarter, not harder dictum.
4. The Millennials or “Generation Y” (born between 1980-1995) may make up 50% of the entire U.S.
workforce by 2020. As a group, they tend to believe in making a difference in the world, both
professionally and personally.
5. Finally, we have the most recently named generation, Generation Z, born between 1996 and the
present. Sometimes referred to as “bridge builders” in the workplace, Gen Zers typically have fully
realized digital skills, which makes them able collaborators in many technical areas.

Digging a bit deeper, Doc identified five topics that may impact relationships within the work environment.
They include feedback, collaboration, rewards, loyalty, and, what we might term, “formality”. If we
think of each topic as a separate continuum, generations will be located at different locations on the
continuum, depending on their respective generation’s characteristics. For example, with respect to loyalty,
Traditionalists might have served one employer for many years and, in return for that loyalty, expect specific
future benefits and loyalty from the company. On the other hand, Millennials might be more interested in a
variety of work experiences rather than loyalty to one employer over a number of years.
“Given these differences,” Doc posited, “how do we get the most out of everyone in the workplace?”
He concluded that when all generations have an open mind and are willing to coach and communicate
effectively with one another, our workplaces will reflect how we both honor and respect differences. By
embracing the different generations, the DoD has begun to shift away from its one-size-fits-all approach
toward recruiting and retaining “gunslinger” talent and providing work-life balance options to, ultimately,
develop leaders who are competent in national-level decision-making.
7
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LEADERS BUILDING LEADERS:
TESTIMONIALS

Leadership is very interconnected. If you can’t follow, you can’t lead. If you
can’t lead, you can’t teach. If you can’t teach, you can’t reach. If you can’t reach,
you can’t relate. It is through our experiences – all of them – from when we
were a GS-3 to wherever we are now in our career that help us become both
relatable and purposeful in our leadership journey.
- Donna Granderson, DLA

I was really intrigued with how the discussions evolved around non-verbal
communication and how frequently body language creates different
perceptions for different people. Everything shows on my face. It really caused
me to stop and think and hit that “pause” button before I talk – that will
definitely help me.
- Terry Williams, DCMA

The speaker who stood out to me was Captain Mark Pimpo because the traits
he used to describe a leader – excellence, humility, and serving others – can be
applied in one’s personal life as well as in the workplace, which is awesome.
- Danielle Gaines, DCMA
8
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BY THE NUMBERS:
MISSILE DEFENSE AGENCY (MDA)

The Missile Defense Agency’s (MDA) mission is to develop, test, and field an integrated, layered, ballistic
missile defense system (BMDS) to defend the United States, its deployed forces, allies, and friends against
all ranges of enemy ballistic missiles in all phases of flight.

The Missile Defense Agency
─ U.S. Homeland Defense
“We are committed to protecting and
defending our nation, its warfighters,
friends and allies against all ranges of
ballistic missiles in all phases of flight.”

― Lt Gen Samuel Greaves,
Director, Missile Defense Agency, 2018

4 WORLDWIDE

Major locations overseeing a
team dedicated to

A $10.5B budget (FY2019 enacted) charged with
developing, testing, and deploying the Ballistic
Missile Defense System, an integrated, “layered”
architecture that includes:
─ Networked sensors – ground, sea and spacebased sensors for target detection and tracking;
─ Land and sea-based interceptor missiles
using “hit to kill” technology
─ Command, control, battle management
and communications network providing
operational commanders with needed links
between sensors and interceptor missiles
With the mission to defend the United States,
its deployed forces, allies, and friends from
ballistic missile attacks of all ranges in all phases
of flight.

Leading Ground-Based
Interceptor

9

Trailing Ground-Based
Interceptor

SM-3
Block IB
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FROM THE 4TH ESTATE DACM QUOTA MANAGER
DAU Course Updates
1. CON 360 - Duration Change
Effective 16 April, 2019, CON 360 (Contracting for Decision Makers) was reduced from 9.5 to 7.5 days.
2. BCF 209 - Acquisition Reporting for MDAPs and MAIS
All students registered for BCF 209 must have a valid DOD-issued CAC (Common Access Card) or a valid ECA
(External Certification Authority)/PIV (Personal Identity Verification) card to access course material during the class.
Upcoming Student Pilot Courses
1. FY19 CON 090 Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) Fundamentals – 13 Business Days
In preparation for going live with CON 091 in FY20, DAU will offer several CON 090 offerings as pilot courses. The CON
090 pilot offerings listed below will be scheduled for 13 days.
Course

Offering Class Location
Number

School Start Date
Code

End Date

CON 090

955

CALIFORNIA MD

507

16-Jul-19

1-Aug-19

CON 090

958

SAN DIEGO CA

505

6-Aug-19

22-Aug-19

CON 090

952

HUNTSVILLE AL

506

13-Aug-19

29-Aug-19

CON 090

956

KETTERING OH

504

13-Aug-19

29-Aug-19

CON 090

957

ROCK ISLAND IL

504A

13-Aug-19

29-Aug-19

CON 090

954

FT BELVOIR VA

501

3-Sep-19

19-Sep-19

CON 090

953

HUNTSVILLE AL

506

10-Sep-19

26-Sep-19

CON 090

959

SAN DIEGO CA

505

10-Sep-19

26-Sep-19

2. PQM 201B Intermediate Production, Quality, and Manufacturing, Part B
DAU is piloting one PQM 201B offering as a Virtual Instructor Led Training (VILT) course. The pilot offering is PQM
201B Class 951 scheduled for 3 Jun-3 Jul 2019. Students with a reservation in a regular Instructor-Led Training (ILT) or
classroom version who volunteered for this pilot were moved from their current reservation to PQM 201B (951).
Current “New” Pilot Course: ACQ 110 Fundamentals of Acquisition Intelligence (OLT), was requested by the
Acquisition Intelligence Functional Leader to train acquisition and intelligence personnel on the importance and
regulatory requirements for involving intelligence professionals early in the acquisition process. The four module
course addresses the intelligence-related roles, responsibilities and deliverables required for acquisition programs as
well as the critical importance of intelligence mission data and how significant delays and potential capability shortfalls
can arise due to inadequate advance planning. It is currently being piloted in June 2019.
FY20 DAU Academic Schedule Released!
The FY20 DAU schedule was released 10 April, 2019. Some registration best practices are listed below:
1. Make Reservations Early
• Flexibility/Convenience: Students have more classes to choose from, which allows them to better meet their
training needs at convenient times throughout the FY.
• Saves Travel Funds: Students can choose from more local classes with NO associated travel costs or classes with
lower travel costs.
2. Ensure Students Meet Prerequisites: Prerequisites for DAU courses should be met by completing the designated
DAU prerequisite, completing an acceptable equivalent course, or fulfilling the prerequisite course.
3. Encourage Multiple Waits: Students can and should make multiple waits when they cannot obtain a reservation.
There is no limit to the number of waits a student can have for a specific course. Once the student obtains a
reservation, all waits will be systematically cancelled.
4. Fill Onsite Classes First: Onsites are agency-hosted DAU course offerings where seats are allocated for the hosting
agency until 75 days prior to the Class Start Date. If your agency is hosting onsite offerings, fill them first.
5. Use DATMS Reports: Track agency reservations, review certification due dates and required employee training, and
find classes with available seats
10
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DAU Course Changes for FY20
The following DAU Instructor-Led Training Courses have been renumbered for FY20.
•
•
•

BCF 132 replaced BCF 131
BCF 331 replaced BCF 330
CON 091 replaced CON 090

Contracting Functional Area Certification Changes for FY20
The following certification standard changes will take effect 1 Oct 2019:
•

•

CON 270 (Intermediate Cost and Price Analysis) will no longer be required for Contracting, Level II. Although CON
270 will no longer be required for certification, supervisors are encouraged to have employees, who are assigned to an
MDAP or are Contracting Officers who regularly award or negotiate contracts in excess of the threshold for certification of
cost or pricing data, complete CON 270. Additionally, the completion of CON 270 may be necessary for workforce members
to increase functional proficiency for leadership position opportunities, maintain currency for continuous learning
requirements, and keep pace with initiatives in a dynamic acquisition environment.
CLC 056 (Analyzing Contract Costs) will be required for Contracting, Level I and will be removed from the
Contracting, Level II requirements.

WHITE HOUSE ISSUES EXECUTIVE ORDER TO TRANSFER CLEARANCE
FUNCTIONS TO DOD
-Adapted for the 4th Estate Newsletter from: https://news.clearancejobs.com/2019/04/25/white-house-issues-executive-order-totransfer-clearance-functions-to-dod/

O

n 25 April, 2019, President Trump signed an executive order that transfers the security clearance background
investigation function from the Office of Personnel Management (OPM) to the Department of Defense.
The executive order ushers in a new agency to take on the personnel security mission – the Defense
Counterintelligence and Security Agency (DCSA). Just last month Defense Security Service and National Background
Investigations Bureau (NBIB) leaders assured stakeholders that the transfer would be “seamless” and that when
the new fiscal year rolled around 1 October, there will be no noticeable difference in how cases were submitted or
completed.
“The DCSA shall serve as the primary entity for conducting effective, efficient and secure background investigations
for the federal government for determining whether covered individuals continue to be eligible for access to classified
information or eligible to hold a sensitive position,” the executive order states.
NBIB identified multiple pain points in the process and began efforts to improve processing times, including allowing
some phone and video-teleconferencing for security clearance interviews. Launched more than a year ago, the Trusted
Workforce 2.0 effort, announced by the Office of the Director of National Intelligence (ODNI), looks to expand
upon those changes with even more significant overhauls of the background investigation process, from reducing
adjudicative criteria to creating a new matrix for establishing who is trustworthy based on the whole person concept.
The good news about this most recent change is that the move extends beyond simply transferring authority but comes
with a major overhaul of the process. Simply transferring investigations from one three letter agency to another does
not solve your problems, as the House of Representatives pointed out when they heard from government leaders
about the proposal in 2017.
The continuous evaluation or “CE” program, when fully implemented, will replace the periodic reinvestigation model
with the ability to flag significant events, for example, arrests, bankruptcy filings, etc., soon after occurring. CE has
already been implemented for more than 1.1 million security clearance holders, which means it still has a couple more
million to enroll. Implementing CE across the cleared workforce will be the first major hurdle for the government’s
newest agency to tackle, as well as assuring stakeholders that as this change takes place, everything truly will continue
to be not just “business as usual” – but better.
NBIB and DSS will continue to work in an integrated manner to minimize disruptions to existing missions while
beginning the transfer process. We, the DACM and Deputy DACM, enjoyed meeting the many talented people from DSS
and NBIB on 4 April and look forward to working with you in the future!
11
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DAU ACQ AND PMT EXECUTIVE LEVEL COURSES

T

he Defense Acquisition University (DAU), in
partnership with the Defense System Management
College (DSMC), delivers effective executive level
course offerings that are designed to provide postcertification learning content for acquisition professionals.
Please check the list below and referenced links for seat
availability if interested in applying.
1. ACQ 404 - Systems Acquisition Management Course
(SAMC) for Senior Executive Service members
ACQ 404 provides a senior-level of understanding of
the defense acquisition system, and an environment
for candid and frank discussion of key processes,
and current issues and initiatives, best practices and
lessons learned, that is appropriate for senior decision
makers.
Target attendees include General Officer/Flag Officer/
Senior Executive Service members in Government
(both DoD and Non-DoD), and senior defense industry
executives in key acquisition leadership positions.
This course will be offered two times in FY20:
•

Class 001, 18-22 Nov, 2019, Ft. Belvoir, VA

•

Class 002, 1-5 Jun, 2020, Ft. Belvoir, VA

2. ACQ 405 - Executive Refresher Course (ERC)
ACQ 405 focuses on bringing currency to Acquisition
Senior Leaders by enhancing their skillsets to better
quarterback multi-functional teams in the ever
changing and accelerating acquisition environment.
Key themes include: immersion in current policy, best
practices, and lessons learned; reflection on strengths
and gaps in knowledge and skills; and revisiting
organizational business practices to adapt to new
policies, processes, and possibilities. In each offering,
distinguished acquisition senior leaders and subject
matter experts address current acquisition cutting
edge hot topics.
Target attendees include Acquisition Professionals
certified at DAWIA Level III who are O-5/6, GS-14/15,
or NH-04 as well as industry professionals with
equivalent status.
This course will be offered three times in FY20:
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•

Class 001, 12-22 Nov, 2019, Ft. Belvoir, VA

•

Class 002, 17-27 Mar, 2020, Ft. Belvoir, VA

•

Class 003, 18-28 Aug, 2020, Ft. Belvoir, VA

3. PMT 400 - Program Manager’s Skills Course (PMSC)
PMT 400 provides acquisition professionals with policy
updates and best practices. Students receive policy
updates in the areas of Requirements, Acquisition,
Finance and Technical Management.
Target attendees include Acquisition Professionals
certified at DAWIA Program Management Level
III who are O-5/GS-14. International and industry
professionals are eligible to attend on a spaceavailable basis.
For upcoming offerings, refer to: http://icatalog.dau.
mil/onlinecatalog/coursedetails.aspx?crs=PMT%20400
4. PMT 401 - Program Manager’s Course (PMC)
PMT 401 is an eight-week course designed to improve
DoD acquisition outcomes by strengthening the
analytical, critical thinking and decision-making skills
of potential leaders of major defense acquisition
programs and program support organizations.
Participants are selected through a nomination
process.
Target attendees include Board–selected ACAT I or II
program managers or DAWIA Program Management
(PM) Level III certified individuals who have
demonstrated the potential to become major program
or project managers. In addition, up to 20% of each
offering may be reserved for other high-potential
acquisition professionals certified at DAWIA Level III in
career fields other than PM.
For upcoming offerings, refer to: http://icatalog.dau.
mil/onlinecatalog/coursedetails.aspx?crs=PMT%20401
5. PMT 402 - Executive Program Manager’s Course
(EPMC)
PMT 402 is an assignment-specific, four-week course
to meet individual learning needs of newly-selected
program executive officers (PEO), Deputy PEOs, ACAT I
or II program managers (PM) and deputy PMs. Led by
senior OSD and industry guests and/or faculty, topical
lessons discuss program governance, leadership, best
practices, as well as updates on policy and statute
across the acquisition specialty areas.
Target attendees include PEOs, deputy PEOs, ACAT I
and II PMs and deputy PMs.
For upcoming offerings, refer to: http://icatalog.dau.
mil/onlinecatalog/coursedetails.aspx?crs=PMT%20402
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MESSAGE FROM THE 4TH ESTATE DACM TRAVEL MANAGER
IMPORTANT: All travel authorizations and vouchers through 31 Oct 2019 MUST BE approved in DTS by the FAA no later
than 6 Sep 2019
Travel requests in DATMS through 31 Oct 2019 will be released to Travel Managers’ queues beginning 11 June
2019
Travel Managers: Please process all orders as soon as possible to obligate funds and ensure we meet the requested
deadline.
In the last newsletter, a few travel scenarios were discussed that have occurred over the last year and they proved very
popular!
Line of Accounting (LOA) Issues

DTS Funding Errors

Scenario: (1) Student B requires Program Management Level
II for his current position. He’s scheduled to attend ACQ 203 in
three weeks. He was told he would receive centralized funding.
However, to date he has not received a Line of Accounting
(LOA) for his travel. (2) Student C is attending the same ACQ
203 class. He received an email containing information for an
LOA but he does not see it available in DTS. What should these
students do?

Scenario: Student D is submitting travel orders for an
upcoming PQM 201B class. She’s getting an audit flag
in DTS that says her travel is for FY19 but the LOA she
is trying to use is for FY18. She was able to get past the
audit flag but now she is receiving an “insufficient funds”
error against the provided LOA. She is panicking because
the class starts in a week. What should she do?

Solution: Students are responsible for ensuring they have
their travel funding established prior to traveling. If they do
not receive an LOA 30 days out from their trip, they should
contact their local Travel Manager for an update. If a student
receives an LOA email but does not see the LOA in
DTS, he/she should contact their local Travel
Manager immediately for resolution. Under no
circumstances should students travel TDY
without orders. If necessary, students may
use their Agency’s LOA but the orders
must be corrected immediately after
returning.

Solution: DTS errors related to the LOA should never
prevent a student from traveling. Approved travel
orders are valid and should be used to travel while
administrators work out the LOA errors. Audit flags for
multi-year LOAs are common but are not critical
errors. Students can bypass the flag by
providing a comment that states the LOA
contains multi-year funds. Students
should be sure errors are resolved and
the proper LOA is used when filing
their travel vouchers.

Traveling with Disabilities

TRAVEL
SCENARIOS

Scenario: Student K is required to
obtain PQM Level II for her position.
She’s registered for ACQ 203, which
meets TDY requirements. However,
she does not want to be gone all week.
She wants to travel back and forth as a local
student. Will that be possible?

Scenario: Student J is attending
CON 290 at Port Hueneme,
California. He is local to the class but
he has a disability and cannot legally
drive. He currently teleworks from a
home office for this disability and would like
to attend his training under a TDY status. What
should he do?
Solution: Reasonable accommodation will be provided
to all students who have disabilities filed with their
agency. Students who need reasonable accommodations
should contact their local Travel Managers. They must
follow the standard GSA Per Diem rate guidelines.
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Centralized Funding: Opting Out

Solution: Students may choose to travel under a local
status instead of TDY as long as doing so does not cost
the Government more than traveling under a TDY status
and as long as doing so is still in accordance with the
JTR. Students who choose to do this, but have received a
centralized LOA, will need to work with their local Travel
Managers so they do not remain on reports expecting
the LOA to be used. Students who choose to travel
locally must follow their agencies’ guidance.
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ACQUISITION WORKFORCE TRENDS
Over the last several months, we came across several articles of interest to the 4th Estate acquisition
community – some dealing with acquisition topics, others with the future, reform, etc. While we did not
have room to include them in their entirety, we have included several lines from each along with a link to the
complete article. Enjoy!
Building a 21st Century Defense Acquisition Workforce (Author: Peter Levine)
Every year, the Department of Defense spends roughly $300 billion to purchase everything from nuclear submarines
to accounting services. The defense acquisition workforce is responsible not only for negotiating prices, enforcing
requirements, and managing delivery on these acquisitions, but also for addressing issues like interoperability,
sustainability, cyber protection, and supply chain security. Read More: https://warontherocks.com/2019/05/buildinga-21st-century-defense-acquisition-workforce/
Interview: DAU President James P. Woolsey and Dr. Nancy Spruill (Author: James Woolsey, DAU President)
On Dec. 3, 2018, Defense Acquisition University (DAU) President James P. Woolsey sat down with Dr. Nancy L. Spruill,
who is retiring as the Director of Acquisition Resources and Analysis in the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense
for Acquisition and Sustainment (OUSD[A&S]). In that role, she has been the lead for Business Cost Estimating and
Financial Management (BCEFM) Functional Communities. Read More: https://www.dau.mil/library/defense-atl/blog/
Spruill-Charts-a-Way-Forward
Pitfalls of Technology-based Multitasking (Author: Diane R. Bublak)
The federal government is tasked with devising new ways to do routine tasks more effectively and efficiently.
Rekindling older methods of acquiring technology, such as Other Transaction Authority/Agreement (OTA), is at the
forefront of the procurement discussion. Read More: https://www.dau.mil/library/defense-atl/blog/InterruptionsFrom-Technology
Sci-Fi Acquisition: The Wrath of Mid-Tier Krog (Author: Dan Ward)
“With all the advanced technology in the world today, it’s easy to feel like we’re living in a science fiction story.
… What’s a bit less common is feeling like you’re living in a science fiction story that you wrote yourself. However, that
is precisely the situation I find myself in today, and I must say, it’s a bit trippy.” Read More: https://breakingdefense.
com/2018/12/sci-fi-acquisition-the-wrath-of-mid-tier-krog/
Case for Joint Force Acquisition Reform (Authors: Michael McInerney, Conway Lin, Brandon Smith, Joseph Lupa)
In the past two years, Congress has enacted new reforms to enable rapid acquisition of technologies for military use.
While efficiency is a worthy goal, the bedrock value of acquisitions must be to deliver a joint force with the capability
and capacity to effectively meet the demands of combatant commanders. Read More: https://ndupress.ndu.edu/
Media/News/News-Article-View/Article/1566584/the-case-for-joint-force-acquisition-reform/
Demystifying Cloud Computing (Author: DAU Public Affairs Office)
The Federal government spends more than $80 billion on redundant and inefficient infrastructure, according
to ITdashboard.gov. This technology has the potential to save billions of dollars and increase speed to market
compared to the alternative of expanding dedicated agency-specific systems implementations. Read More: https://
www.dau.mil/News/Demystifying-Cloud-Computing
Government Contract Accounting System Approval (Author: Edward D. Moore)
An important milestone for government contractors and particularly to negotiated contracts is an adequate cost
accounting system. The need for a compliant accounting system depends on the contractor’s circumstances and
contract types. Read More: http://www.dcaa.org/government-contract-accounting-system-approval/
The Art of Negotiation (Author: Jennifer Miller)
Many of us think of negotiation as an activity for the auto dealership. However, we negotiate each day, whether with
a spouse, child, sales representative or internally with ourselves. Dr. Stefan Eisen’s Negotiation Preferences and
Styles, found in “Practical Guide to Negotiating in the Military”, identifies five negotiation and preference categories:
insist, cooperate, evade, comply, and settle.
Read More: https://www.dau.mil/library/defense-atl/blog/Negotiation-Types-and-Power
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PUBLIC-PRIVATE TALENT EXCHANGE (PPTE) PROGRAM

T

he Human Capital Initiatives (HCI) office invites
DoD Components to participate in the expanded
Public-Private Talent Exchange (PPTE) program.
The program assigns selected DoD employees to
private-sector organizations and selected private-sector
employees to DoD
organizations. The
exchange enables DoD
and private-sector
participants to gain a
better understanding of
each other’s business
operations and
share innovative best
practices. The program
targets high-performing,
mid-career civilians
with demonstrated
leadership potential.

incredible opportunity to gain experience and insight with
their industry colleagues,” said Ms. Lord. She said, “one
of the key objectives of this program is to advance each
participant’s professional and leadership development, so
it’s a win-win for the department and industry.”

The companies
participating in the
2019 pilot program
are: Boeing, Booz Allen
Hamilton, Deloitte,
General Dynamics,
GuideHouse, Northrop
Grumman, and
Raytheon. The DoD
personnel participating
will broaden the
perspectives of
DoD participants
through exposure
to operations and
There will be one
25 Apr 2019 | The Honorable Ellen M. Lord with DOD Public-Private Talent innovations exclusive to
government participant
Exchange program participants after the mid-point feedback session.
for each company
their detail, which can
participant; however, this is not a job swap. The National
be shared with leadership and leveraged by the agency.
Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) Section 1104, Chapter
Brian McGinley, a supervisor in DLA Troop Support’s Post
81 of Title 10, United States Code (U.S.C.), Section: §
Award Division for industrial hardware, became one of the
first DLA employees to participate in the PPTE pilot with
1599g, provides authorization for the implementation of
Deloitte LLP in Rosslyn, VA. “What makes this program
the PPTE. The memorandum to implement the PPTE was
different is it’s one of the few times civilians have been
signed by the Deputy Secretary of Defense and issued on
offered the opportunity to go from DoD to commercial
19 July, 2018.
companies,” he said. “Career-wise, I felt this was a good
HCI launched the PPTE six month pilot in January 2019.
opportunity to step out of what I had been doing for most
Thirteen DoD and private-sector employees participated
of my career and … see things from another perspective.”
in the pilot including six participants from government
“We are proud to be a part of this exciting initiative that
and seven participants from industry. “In its inaugural
brings together a greater understanding of business
year, this pilot program implements Acting Secretary
operations between military and commercial sectors,”
of Defense, The Honorable Patrick M. Shanahan’s July
said Scott McIntyre, Chief Executive Officer, GuideHouse.
2018 guidance on the use of a new Public-Private Talent
“Empowering and learning from one another will foster
Exchange authority provided by Congress,” said Mr.
innovation and growth for everyone involved.”
José M. Gonzalez, Executive Director, Human Capital
Initiatives. “Harnessing the lessons learned from this pilot
The next cohort of exchange participants will commence
program will inform further expansion of this and future
in January 2020. The 4th Estate defense agencies and
opportunities across DoD.”
field activities have the opportunity for civilians to go on
Midway through the pilot on 28 March, 2019, The
detail with industry partners and to host private sector
Honorable Ellen M. Lord, Under Secretary of Defense for
personnel. The call for nominations was recently provided
to agency acquisition workforce leads.
Acquisition and Sustainment, met with the participants
of the PPTE pilot. Participants shared highlights of their
Prior to the suspense of 12 July 2019, please submit each
experience thus far and ideas for improving the program
government employee’s resume you want to send to a
for those who follow. Key highlights from participants
private sector organization and an assignment description
included being quickly engaged as part of the team,
to host a private sector employee at your organization to
gaining exposure to a new business culture, operations
4thEstateDACM@doddacm.mil.
and challenges, and each other’s approach to decision
making. Participants will take these valuable insights back
to their home organization.
“I am very excited about this groundbreaking program
because it gives our DoD acquisition professionals an
15
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ADDRESSING CYBERSECURITY/INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
ACQUISITION REFORM THROUGH RAPID CAPABILITY DELIVERY (RCD)
-Adapted for the 4th Estate Newsletter from the full article, referenced in the Resource section, by James P. Craft, SES.

A

cquisition reform has been a topic of discussion
in government, industry and academia for several
decades. Given rapidly advancing technologies,
the infusion of cybersecurity in all areas of military and
economic power and the great demand for more capable
and agile organizations, the need to rapidly define
requirements, allocate resources and acquire up-to-date
technologies is critical. Speed of adaptation is a major
factor in determining who wins a conflict, especially true in
cyberspace.

complex, inter-related systems,
and adapts COTS products to meet
its specific needs. Frequently, the
entire acquisition process has to be
engaged to get the right solution
within “the latest time of value.”

Figure 1: Rapid Capability Development
Of the acquisition improvement considerations of cost,
schedule, and performance, shortening the time from
requirement to fielding has perhaps the greatest direct
link to an organization’s ability to respond to threats and
take advantage of opportunities offered by the newest
technologies. The question is how to do this quicker
without getting sloppy about cost and capabilities. The
concept of doing it fast – and right – is known as Rapid
Capability Delivery (RCD).
The historical difficulty of large government acquisitions
to match the commercial Information Technology (IT)
product development pace highlights the need for speed.
The government relies on Commercial-Off-the-Shelf
(COTS) software but often has difficulty acquiring and
implementing products before they have come to the end
of their lifecycle. It is not as simple as buying hardware “X”
and software “Y” off the General Services Administration
(GSA) schedule. The government works in a world of
16

In the standard acquisition process,
the definition of the various
performance parameters and
thresholds can take years. RCD relies
upon a quick assessment of the
current portfolio, gaps, and analysis
of alternatives. Important to this is
a willingness to go with the “good
enough” rather than the perfect, for
example, what will be good enough? The 51% solution?
The 80% solution?
Organizations that successfully use RCD to address
acquisition reform generally support and encourage:
1. Strong senior leadership buy-in
2. Knowledge of the existing capability portfolio
3. Internal processes that match off-the-shelf capabilities
rather than extensive customization
4. Non-traditional acquisition methods, such as
Collaborative Research and Development Agreements
(CRADAs), challenge grants, and gratuitous service
agreements
While rapid acquisition principles themselves are relatively
simple, the challenge is in making it all work together.
With ever-expanding cybersecurity/IT challenges facing
organizations, adopting even a few of the suggestions
above will aid organizations in creating a culture that
incentivizes productivity, innovation, and speed to develop
the right product in the shortest period of time.
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2019 DAU ACQUISITION TRAINING SYMPOSIUM:
TWO HIGHLIGHTS

H

Keynote Presentation
In his introduction which addressed several lines of effort outlined as part of the National Defense Strategy, Mr.
Shaffer spoke of the challenges that increasingly impact the future acquisition workforce:
1. How do we harness the power of data to better enable our acquisition systems and programs?
2. How do we control and manage that data?
He discussed the temptation to gather data
and control, which sometimes creates silos.
“We cannot innovate nor acquire systems in
stovepipes any longer,” said Shaffer. “Interface
standards and interoperability need to be part of
every acquisition,” he added.
Mr. Shaffer re-emphasized the three lines-ofeffort (LOE) that have been the focus for The
Honorable Ellen M. Lord, Under Secretary of
Defense for Acquisition and Sustainment: 1)
increasing lethality, 2) strengthening alliances
and attracting new partners, and 3) reforming
the Department.

acquisition training symposium

osted each April at the Defense Acquisition University (DAU), the Acquisition Training Symposium’s
theme this year was Agile Acquisition – Delivering Capabilities Faster. In this edition of the 4th Estate
newsletter, we present two highlights:
1. The Keynote Speaker, The Honorable Alan R. Shaffer, Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition
and Sustainment (A&S), provided an update on the Department’s priorities going forward in a time of
uncertainty and rapid change.
2. During a breakout session, Mr. José Gonzalez, Executive Director, Human Capital Initiatives (HCI) provided
an overview of his office’s most recent work and initiatives entitled “A Motivated, Diverse and Highly
Skilled Acquisition Workforce.”

With regard to LOE #1, Mr. Shaffer acknowledged
that providing real-time response to combatant
commands and strengthening supply chain
Keynote Speaker: The Honorable Alan R. Shaffer, Deputy Under Secretary of
operations was critical, but he also spoke to the
Defense for Acquisition & Sustainment
importance of streamlining acquisition efforts
where possible, and brought in the oft-cited example of the Mine-Resistant Ambush Protected (MRAP) acquisition
program. “Through rapid acquisition methods … the MRAP program resulted in the production of around 28,000
vehicles in just four years’ time,” said Shaffer, “which resulted in the estimated saving of around 10,000 lives.” He
went on, “The MRAP program was arguably a failure, going strictly by textbook-standard acquisition methods –
but in terms of saving lives, it was one of our greatest successes ever.”
Shaffer touched on LOE #2 by pointing to the examples of collaborating with the U.K. on
chemical/biological threat elimination and nuclear modernization, as well as mentioning
the practice of “economic order quantity,” before moving onto LOE #3: Department
reform.

“Our mission is clear,” said Shaffer, “in that we are to attract, engage and develop the best
possible acquisition workforce.” He mentioned there are a number of strategic priorities
in place to create a leadership culture that prepares for the next generation workforce,
engages the early career workforce, continues to develop able leaders, and implements
modern talent management platforms to support these priorities.
Recognizing a common problem across the federal government, Shaffer observed, “We
have access to and use a number of direct hire and expedited hire authorities across the
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Department, but how do we get access to, and attract the kind of ‘young gunslingers’ (involved in innovation, cyber,
etc.) that we want in DoD?” He went on, “The concern is that we’re not attracting – and quite frankly, losing – the
young gunslingers faster than we lose the Baby Boomers and Gen-Xers.”

acquisition training symposium

Shaffer also discussed the number of career fields that exist within the acquisition community, suggesting that the
future is multidisciplinary. “We should look at ‘skinny-ing’ down the core training requirements, and enable more
continuous learning ‘key experiences’ throughout our careers.”

In concluding his presentation, Shaffer conceded that change isn’t easy. “Culture change is difficult, but we are closer
to global conflict than ever before, and the acquisition workforce must be willing to change in a more agile fashion,
in order to innovate,” said Shaffer. “Confidence is built through experience, and experience is often gained when
we push the limits of authority to solve problems.” He added, “Urgency, plus empowerment, equals more efficient
problem solving.”
Breakout Session: A Motivated, Diverse and Highly Skilled Acquisition Workforce
Reinforcing several points Mr. Shaffer made earlier in the day, Mr. Gonzalez, Executive Director, Human Capital
Initiatives (HCI), said, “Ms. Lord has charged us with the mission of attracting, engaging and developing talent
throughout the acquisition workforce and we are taking those tasks very seriously.”

Mr. Gonzalez then discussed recent data associated with the DoD acquisition
workforce, such as the increase in total acquisition workforce members
(over 18,000) over the last three fiscal years as well as increases in both the
senior and early career level groups. He highlighted that Baby Boomers who
comprised nearly 60% of the workforce in 2008 now make up only a quarter
of the workforce and are projected to be only 7% of the workforce in under
five years. Obviously, that means the younger generations are starting to
take the reins. He said, “By 2020, those born between 1980 and 2000 will
make up 40% of the acquisition workforce … we must do all we can to ‘pass
on the baton’ and prepare this next generation of acquisition professionals
for their greatest success. ”
Some of the ways that Mr. Gonzalez and his team are tackling this include
a better understanding of the critical gaps in necessary skills as well as
getting to hard to reach talent. “A big part of finding and retaining younger,
talented recruits,” said Mr. Gonzalez, “is understanding how to communicate
with and reach the digitally-driven workforce of the future.” He added,
“We need to ensure that we both listen and give them an opportunity to
influence the future of our critical acquisition work.” HCI is hosting the Early
Career Workshop involving 21 acquisition professionals from across DoD
components, with 5 – 10 years of service, as part of a continuous engagement strategy to involve them in shaping
their role, and their peers, in the future of DoD
acquisition.
Mr. Gonzalez also foot-stomped the importance
of gaining a comprehensive worldview of the
government-private sector relationships earlier in
their careers, citing pilot programs like the ongoing
Public-Private Talent Exchange (PPTE), a six-month to
two year program enabling DoD and private sector
participants to gain a better understanding of each
other’s business operations. “This development
process should not be limited to classroom training,
but should include leadership development through
work experience by allowing greater movement of
the workforce through talent exchange and rotational
opportunities like the PPTE,” said Gonzalez. He
concluded, “Harnessing the lessons learned from this
pilot program will inform further expansion of this
and future development opportunities across DoD.”
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Mr. José Gonzalez, Executive Director, Human Capital Initiatives (HCI)
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Acting Secretary of Defense, The Honorable Patrick M. Shanahan and Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition & Sustainment, The Honorable
Ellen M. Lord, stand with the Low Earth Orbit System Program Office and winners of the David Packard Excellence in Acquisitions Award during a
ceremony at the Pentagon in Washington, D.C., on Feb. 6, 2018. (DoD photo by Army Sgt. Amber I. Smith)

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS: DEFENSE ACQUISITION WORKFORCE AWARDS

P

er the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Sustainment, Ellen M. Lord’s memorandum dated 3 May
2019, this is the Call for Nominations for the following awards. Nominations for all awards must be endorsed by
the Component Acquisition Executive and submitted no later than 16 August, 2019.
NOTE: Additional details for each award and monetary information are located in the Resource section.
1. 2019 David Packard Excellence in Acquisition Awards – Sponsored by the Under Secretary of Defense for
Acquisition and Sustainment (USD(A&S)), this award recognizes Department of Defense (DoD) civilian and
military teams who have, in their approach to program management, demonstrated innovation and technical
excellence to achieve more timely and cost effective delivery of capability for the Warfighter. For questions and
to submit nominations, contact Packard.award@dau.mil
2. Defense Acquisition Workforce Individual Achievement Awards – Recognizes excellence by members of
the Defense Acquisition Workforce in 18 functional categories. This nomination cycle includes a new functional
category, International Partnership, to recognize outstanding achievement in creating International Security
Cooperation relationships as part of a program’s development or acquisition strategy. For questions and to
submit nominations, contact achievement.award@hci.mil
3. Defense Acquisition Workforce Development Innovation Awards – Recognizes acquisition organizations
that have demonstrated exceptional innovation in tackling workforce development challenges. For questions
and to submit nominations, contact development.award@hci.mil
4. Flexibility in Contracting Award – Recognizes professionals who demonstrated “innovation and local
adaptation” by using the flexibilities and authorities granted by the Federal Acquisition Regulation and DoD
Instruction 5000.02, “Operation of the Defense Acquisition System”. For questions and to submit nominations,
contact osd.pentagon.ousd-a-s.mbx.asda-dp-c-contractpolicy@mail.mil

These prestigious awards are an opportunity to recognize exemplary individuals, teams, and organizations for their
demonstrated commitment to the Defense mission. Award winners will be honored at a Pentagon Ceremony targeted
for late October 2019. The winners and their accomplishments will be additionally honored in a Pentagon display and
featured in the Defense Acquisition Magazine.
The monetary awards may be funded by Component/Organization funds or with the Defense Acquisition Workforce
Development Fund. Monetary awards must be made consistent with Office of Management and Budget (OMB)/Office of
Personnel Management (OPM) and Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) policy.
The individual award cap was determined based on OPM/OMB guidance released 16 October 2018, stating that
Agencies may spend up to 1.5 percent of the aggregate salaries of all non-SES/SL/ST employees at the end of the
previous fiscal year on the combination of (1) individual performance awards for non SES/SL/ST employees, and (2)
individual contribution awards (e.g., special act awards) for non-SES/SL/ST employees.
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CALL FOR NOMINATIONS: DCPAS LEADER DEVELOPMENT

A

ll applications for the Office of the Secretary of Defense for Personnel and Readiness (OSD(P&R)) Defense Senior
Leader Development Program (DSLDP) and the Defense Civilian Emerging Leader Program (DCELP) are due to the
Defense Civilian Personnel Advisory Service (DCPAS) no later than 12 July 2019. For additional details, refer to the
DCPAS links in the Resource section.

NOTE: Each 4th Estate organization may have its own internal nomination procedures. Employees are responsible for following
the application instructions from their organization.
•

•

The Defense Senior Leader Development Program (DSLDP) is the premier civilian leader development
program for Department of Defense civilians at the GS-14 through GS-15 (or equivalent) level. In its 28 months
program, DSLDP institutes a competency-based approach to the deliberate development of senior civilian leaders with the enterprise-wide perspective needed to lead organizations and programs, and achieve results in the
joint, interagency, and multi-national environments. Submit encrypted applications to: dodhra.mc-alex.dcpas.
mbx.hrspas-dsldp@mail.mil
The Defense Civilian Emerging Leader Program (DCELP) is the premier Department of Defense (DOD) leader
development program for civilians in the grades of GS-7 through GS-12 (or equivalent) in the DOD and other Federal agencies. The program consists of a series of 4 one-week in-resident sessions (21 days over four
months), assessment tools, knowledge transfer activities, participant writing and briefing projects, and individual coaching. The program concentrates on the five terminal learning objectives of Know Self, Express Self, Build
Teams, Manage Organizations, and Understand the DOD. Submit encrypted applications to: dodhra.mc-alex.
dcpas.mbx.hrspas-dcelp@mail.mil

Additional information to include program applications and instructions is located on the DCPAS website at https://
www.cpms.osd.mil/Subpage/Events/LeaderDevelopment

SECOND ROUND OF INTERIM GOVERNANCE RELEASED FOR MIDDLE
TIER ACQUISITION (RAPID PROTOTYPING/RAPID FIELDING)

T

he Honorable Ellen M. Lord, Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and
Sustainment (USD(A&S)), recently released updated interim guidance for Middle
Tier Acquisition, which supplements initial guidance issued in FY18. She writes,

“Section 804 of the National Defense Authorization Act of Fiscal Year 2016 requires that
the rapid fielding pathway guidance shall include a process for considering lifecycle
costs and addressing issues of logistics support and system interoperability. Consistent
with this authority, sustainment resourcing and planning must be key considerations of
rapid fielding.

Ellen M. Lord, USD(A&S)
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Systems planned for rapid fielding must develop an affordable sustainment strategy,
beginning with designing sustainment attributes, such as maintainability and reliability,
into system specifications and requirements. As a Concept of Operations is in
development, sustainment functions, such as planned and unplanned maintenance,
technical data rights levels, manpower, training, and supply must be considered and
addressed in the acquisition strategy or tailored Life Cycle Sustainment Plan.”
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THREE NEW CONTRACT MANAGEMENT COURSES
-Adapted for the 4th Estate newsletter from: https://www.dau.mil/News/Three-New-Contract-Management-Courses-Now-Available

I

n today’s ever changing environment, contracting policies and practices are constantly evolving. DAU has launched
three new contract management courses to ensure the Defense Acquisition Workforce has the tools it needs to
succeed.
CMC 206 Contractor Business Systems (OLT) is a five-hour online course designed specifically for
administrative contracting officers from the Defense Contract Management Agency (DCMA) and others involved
in contract administration. The course provides an introduction to the review process for contractor business
systems, and addresses government regulations and agency responsibilities. As part of the course, students
learn how to review contracts in the context of such systems and are provided examples of audits and reports.
The course presents a perspective that is common to all six contractor business systems.
CMC 210 Contract Audit Follow-Up (OLT) is a three-hour online course created to meet the needs of DCMA
contracting officers, administrators, specialists and their supervisors. This journeyman-level course addresses
the requirements of the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR), Defense Federal Acquisition Regulations
Supplement (DFARS), Department of Defense (DoD) Inspector General and various agency policies. Students
learn about audit types and the resolution and disposition of audit findings. They also learn how to use
prescribed FAR, DoD and DCMA policy documents to address audit findings and recommendations in audit
reports.
CMC 235 Selection and Use of Indices (VILT) is an approximately 24-hour course conducted virtually over
five weeks. The course is targeted to increase the skills of Defense Contract Management Agency price and
cost analysts who have some experience in the selection and use of price indices. The course focuses on key
aspects of price indices and common sources of indices, as well as how and when to use them as applied to cost
elements.

LEADERSHIP PROGRAM: EXCELLENCE IN GOVERNMENT
FELLOWS PROGRAM
William Long, DAU

R

ecently, Mr. William Long, who participated in a
recent Excellence in Government (EIG) Fellows
Program, provided his thoughts on the value of
the leadership program. Mr. Long’s cohort started in
May, 2018 and graduated in March, 2019. As a Contract
Management Professor at the Defense Acquisition
University, he had already developed a repertoire of
leadership skills; however, as part of his career path
towards becoming a Senior Executive Service (SES)
member, he wanted to increase that skillset and believed
the program would help him prepare for that role.

He and his co-participants built a strong, collegial
relationship as they wove each other’s experiences into
the overall learning. As integral as the skills Mr. Long and
his colleagues acquired, a bonus was the applicability of
those skills to one’s personal life as well. In particular,
the field trips were a valued opportunity to tie in real-life
experiences, historical and industry perspectives, to the
leadership lessons.
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While Mr. Long was impressed with the variety of
experiences, he was most impressed with the “How to
Effectively Lead Change” section as particularly relevant to
his career path. “Having those crucial conversations within
the workplace instead of avoiding them is the skillset
that I apply most in my job and personal life. I learned
to identify when those difficult conversations need to
happen and how to have them in a constructive manner.”
In recommending the course to others, Mr. Long
indicated the leadership skills he learned will enable
him to assume higher levels of responsibility within the
Government. Specifically, he referenced three takeaways:
the importance and application of critical thinking; how
to become an influential leader within complex working
environments; and the importance of always remaining a
step ahead in planning the next steps in one’s own career.
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EXCITED FOR TEDXDAU

D

efense Acquisition University (DAU) will host its first ever TEDx event 12 June at the Fort Belvoir campus. This
type of event is known for bringing together captivating speakers, big ideas, and people who want to make a
difference.

The TEDxDAU theme of decisive edge will bring together thinkers and doers from across the Department of Defense
(DoD) to inspire the workforce by sharing innovative ideas and practices they can apply on the job. Twelve speakers
from across DoD and industry will not only share their stories on stage, but will also be part of the day-long event that
includes opportunities to explore ideas and solutions.
NOTE: If you were unable to get a ticket as the event is now SOLD OUT, don’t worry! Here are a few already scheduled learning
events. For more information, refer to http://www.dau.mil/TEDxDAU
•

5 June: Cybersecurity Webinar

•

26 June: Cyber Day

•

24 July: Hot Topic Forum: Data Rights & IP in Cloud Computing Contracts

•

31 July: COR Duties Webinar

DAU APP NOW AVAILABLE

L

ooking for DAU content in the palm of your hand? DAU
recently launched an app for both Apple iOS and Android
devices designed to give Defense Acquisition Workforce
members the acquisition tools and news they need, when they
need it. The DAU app provides you with the latest DAU news
and blogs and convenient access to training resources, student
information, and campus details and maps.
To take full advantage of what the app offers, you can modify
the in-app personalization settings to make it unique to your
interests. For instance, when you tailor the app to your career
field, you will be notified as soon as the latest functional area
blog goes live through new content push notifications and alert
indicators, providing quick updates right on your phone. You're
always just a few taps away from the latest acquisition news.
If you are traveling to a DAU campus, you can access DAU's
course schedule right on your phone -- the DAU app even has
integrated maps and Augmented Reality features that will
navigate you right to the building of your classroom.
Download the app today via Apple App Store or Google Play
Store on your personal device and experience it yourself.
Search for "Defense Acquisition University" and look for the red
DAU icon. For government-owned devices, contact your agency
for approval to download. For more information about the
DAU app, visit http://go.usa.gov/xEGNg
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DSS EXECUTES FIRST OTHER TRANSACTION
AGREEMENT (OTA) FOR CUTTING EDGE
TECHNOLOGY
-Adapted for the 4th Estate Newsletter from the full article, referenced in the Resource section,
by Stephen Heath, Defense Security Service, Office of Acquisitions

T

o solicit cutting edge technologies and meet
the changing needs of its customers, the Office
of Acquisitions is implementing its first Other
Transaction Agreement (OTA) to enhance mission
effectiveness. This OTA will prototype the use of publicly
available electronic information as a part of the Defense
Security Service’s (DSS) overall mission to transform the
security clearance background investigation (BI) process.
This will enhance the background investigation process to
ensure that only properly cleared personnel have access
to sensitive government data.

The traditional Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) and
the Defense Federal Acquisition Regulations System
(DFARS) acquisition strategies are designed to procure
what the government needs at a fair and reasonable price
but it sometimes curtails the ability to reach technology
companies who are not inclined to do business with the
government, thereby impeding innovation.
The OTA process differs slightly from traditional
Department of Defense (DoD) contracting methodology.
The traditional approach moves slowly thorough strict
procedures relating to timing and communication.
The OTA process presents potential contractors with a
problem statement and allows them to present a solution
brief that can be expanded upon, parsed, and refined as
the technical process owners review it to ensure it meets
the needs.
OTAs were first designed to assist the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) with
acquiring space age technology prototypes and have
been in use since 1958. Using the Other Transaction (OT)
authority for prototypes granted to the DoD provides an
acquisition method designed to streamline acquisitions
for prototypes of items or processes.
The OT acquisition process allows DSS to reach out to
non-traditional government contractors to seek new
ideas, technologies, and energy. It also allows DSS to use
commercial best practices while maintaining a competitive
process overseen by technical subject matter experts,
acquisition/contracting, auditing, and legal professionals.
However, DSS’ initial OTA authority is not a blank slate that
can be used for any non-contract agreement, as it must
meet at least one of the following criteria:
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•

All significant participants in the transaction other
than the Federal Government are small businesses
or non-traditional defense contractors.

•

At least one third of the total cost of the prototype
project is to be paid out of funds provided by
parties to the transaction other than the Federal
Government.

•

The senior procurement executive for the
agency determines in writing that exceptional
circumstances justify the use of a transaction that
provides for innovative business arrangements
that would not be feasible or appropriate under
a contract, or would provide an opportunity to
expand the defense supply base in a manner that
would not be practical or feasible under a contract.

DSS will use a three-phase methodology in its prototyping:
•

Phase 1: Companies’ solution briefs are evaluated
for technical merit of the proposed concept (i.e.
feasibility).

•

Phase 2: Companies whose solution briefs are
favorably evaluated in Phase 1 are invited to
Phase 2 where they pitch and/or demonstrate
their technology in person or through submittal
of additional information. In this phase, the cost is
estimated, the defense utility will be detailed, how
the effort fits within the definition of a prototype
will be assessed, and data rights assertions are
made.

•

Phase 3 (Proposal): When invited to do so by the
government, a company may develop and submit
a full proposal, including technical and price
proposals.

The fascinating part of this acquisition approach is
watching the innovation develop the system’s features
at any time throughout the acquisition cycle. The OTA
process allows DSS to develop and refine business rules
and processes, as the interactions with the company and
the government occurs during the multiple phase OTA
process. This flexibility allows the government to develop
state-of-the-art systems and processes.
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A CONVERSATION WITH LIZARD BRAIN SOLUTIONS’ LAUREN GREEN

I

f you attended the most recent,
or even last year’s Leaders Building
Leaders (LBL) training event, you may
have noticed an individual furiously
drawing pictures, word clouds, and
even stick figures on giant foambacked whiteboards during keynote
presentations and breakout sessions.
Frequent questions fielded by the 4th
Estate DACM team this year were, “Who
is she, what is she doing, and how does
she do it?”
The “who” in this case is Ms. Lauren
Green. She is a graphic facilitator,
graphic recorder, and coach
with specialties in organizational
development, strategic communications,
and performing arts, who is part of the Lizard Brain
Solutions group (http://www.lizardbrainsolutions.
com). Ms. Green specializes in coaching and facilitating
with visual templates, and holds a Master’s degree in
Organizational Development and Knowledge Management
from George Mason University (2016).
The “what” that Green engages in is called graphic
recording, or large-scale visual note-taking, which she
regularly engages in at conferences, meetings, workshops,
and other events. Her goal is to create visual knowledge
artifacts that increase audience engagement and
retention of information shared.
As for the “how,” we caught up with Lauren to ask a few
questions about just that topic.
4E: You are an accomplished artist, with a deep
background in facilitation and organizational development
– what came first, your love and passion for art, or for
facilitation and knowledge management?
Green: It was actually a little bit of both, all at once.
I started with a performing arts background and
was a dance major in college, then transitioned into
communications and digital media work. I pursued
a master’s degree in organizational development
and knowledge management, and in that line of
study I was first exposed to someone at a conference
who led a workshop on “visual storytelling” -- and a
lightbulb went off in my head. This initial exposure
to visual storytelling helped me see that it was the
intersection of everything I love and I was determined
to learn how to do it!
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4E: Are there certain types of presentations that are
easier than others to graphically record?
Green: I am now used to being in conversations
where I might not be as familiar with the content
although familiarity is not what is most important,
but … I will admit that presentations of those
speakers who use a lot of visual language and have
a very clear message are typically easier to follow
and pick out what is important and, at the same
time, visually fun! That being said, everything is a
fun challenge and I always say that any “mistake” is
an opportunity to get creative. So I try to challenge
myself when a conversation is difficult or hard to
follow, to determine how I might work around those
potential obstacles by way of creativity.
4E: Do you have a general approach to graphically
recording for example, do you initially listen for a few
minutes, then start drawing, or does your approach
change with each presentation?
Green: For each conversation that I graphically
record, it is important for each conversation for me
to know at least a little bit about the topic and the
agenda prior to the start. As soon as I hear words or
a concept that resonates with me, or feels like it is an
important point that resonates with the participants, I
start capturing the idea.
Be sure to keep an eye out for more of Lauren’s work that
will continue to be featured on the 4th Estate website as
well as in this and future newsletters.
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2019 DOD-ALLIED NATIONS TECHNICAL CORROSION CONFERENCE

D

o not miss the unique opportunity to attend the 2019 DoD-Allied Nations Technical Corrosion Conference. Hosted
in Oklahoma City, this conference will address the impact, prevention, and mitigation of corrosion on the United
States, allies, and partner nations' weapon systems, equipment, and facilities.

The four-day conference will feature a plenary session, Corrosion Forum 50, technical information sessions, special
interest workshops, focused tracks, and achievement awards. Technical content includes briefings encompassing corrosion planning, training, test facilities and other capabilities. Collectively, these sessions will help facilitate the exchange
of information, ideas, and capabilities between members of the sustainment, maintenance, and corrosion communities
along with allied and partner nations' corrosion prevention and control organizations.
Additionally, a limited number of attendees will have the opportunity to participate in a technical tour of Oklahoma Air
Logistics Complex. "Introduction to Corrosion Control and Coatings" and "Corrosion and Coatings for the Aerospace
Maintainer" training courses will be available on Monday, 12 August, 2019.
The conference will be held at the Cox Convention Center in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. Don't wait to register - early
registration discount ends 30 June 2019! We can't wait to see you there! Detailed conference information, including the
full schedule of events, hotel, and registration information, is available at: www.dodcorrcon.org.

DEFENSE INFORMATION SYSTEMS AGENCY
ANNOUNCES EXPANSION PLANS
-Adapted for the 4th Estate newsletter from: https://federalnewsnetwork.com/defense-main/2019/04/disa-to-take-on-1200-newemployees-nearly-1b-workload-in-2020/

T

he Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) is preparing to expand next fiscal year. The agency will bring
aboard 1200 new employees and has requested $1 billion in additional funding as it takes over information
technology functions for the 28 agencies in the Department of Defense’s “Fourth Estate.” Dave Mihelcic, former
chief technology officer at DISA, says that DISA has prior experience with high workloads and they will manage the
new responsibilities. He points to the 1991 effort when DISA took on the Service Data Centers. From a high of 192
data centers, DISA eventually consolidated the total number down to eight and continues, with this new initiative, to
streamline DoD IT efforts.

SAVE THE DATE: DAY OF CYBER – 26 JUNE 2019

T

his year, the DAU’s Capital and Northeast (CNE) region will present a diverse group of
cybersecurity experts covering topics across all Acquisition career fields during its “DAU’s
University Day of Cyber” event. It will be held on 26 June at the main DAU campus at Ft.
Belvoir (Howell Auditorium, Bldg 226) from 0730-1600. The scheduled keynote speaker will be
Daniel “Rags” Ragsdale, Assistant Director for Cybersecurity, OUSD(R&E) and former Director
of the Texas A&M Cybersecurity Center. Other topics to be addressed include Cybersecurity for
Engineers, for Contracting/Logistics, for Testing, for Dev/Sec/Ops, etc. The day’s event will end
at 1600 with closing remarks and the awarding of Continuous Learning Point (CLP) Certificates
for seven (7) CLPs. For additional information, refer to https://www.eventbrite.com/e/defenseacquisition-universitys-day-of-cyber-for-all-career-fields-tickets-60417999864

Daniel “Rags” Ragsdale
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AGILE RESOURCE CENTER
-Authored by Mary Haley, Ph.D., Defense Logistics Agency, Acquisition Support
Operations for the 4th Estate Newsletter

D

efense acquisitions has a long history of finding efficient means to slash cost and schedule while delivering high
performing weapon and business systems. From Six Sigma to Business Process Reengineering, the DoD continues
to use the latest and greatest in continuous process initiatives. Agile is now at the top of the list, from the highest
levels of the DoD to the acquisitionists in the trenches.
Agile is often pitched as synonymous with speed, but true agile encompasses a tremendous amount of discipline. For
years, acquisitionists were focused on the 80% solution. With agile, the construct allows for 20% solutions (or less)
delivered sooner and regularly in user-tested increments. The methodology encourages tailoring to use as much agile
as can be culturally and systematically tolerated, while maintaining a level of discipline and focus conventionally found
in waterfall acquisition processes. When done right, valuable capabilities are delivered to the warfighter below costs
and ahead of schedule.
To bring the latest and greatest in agile philosophies and
methodologies to the acquisition workforce, the Defense
Logistics Agency has launched a virtual Agile Resource
Center. The Agile Resource Center provides access to
training and articles, as well as subject matter experts to
provide hands-on assistance navigating an agile landscape.
The Agile Resource Center located on the DLA internal
website includes:
•

The Agile questionnaire, created by Aaron Schmitzer
and George Schrader of Acquisition Support Operations
(ASO), ensures DLA understands where and how agile
methodologies are being used across the enterprise

•

Agile Training

•

Articles on Agile implementation within the DoD

•

DAU Mission Assistance, an operation that provides hands-on support and consulting

•

Acquisition Support Operation Subject Matter Experts who are well-versed and credentialed in agile, but are also
familiar with the acquisitions across the enterprise.

For all things agile-related, contact Mary Haley (Mary.Haley@dla.mil) or George Schrader (George.schrader.ctr@dla.mil)
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CALL FOR NOMINEES: FY20 PROCUREMENT MANAGEMENT
REVIEW NOMINATIONS
The memorandum (https://www.acq.osd.mil/dpap/policy/policyvault/USA001338-19-DPC.pdf) provides the FY20
Procurement Management Review schedule and requests that Components nominate volunteers to assist Defense
Contract Management Agency (DCMA) in staffing the review teams.
Approximately every three to four years, the Defense Contract Management Agency (DCMA), on behalf of Defense
Pricing and Contracting, leads an independent review of the procurement function of each 4th Estate Component that
performs contracting operations. Candidates should be GS-13/14/15 or comparable civilian or military levels/ranks,
have strong analytical and writing skills, and be among your best procurement professionals.
Names and resumes of volunteer nominees should be submitted by 1 Sep 2019. Please refer to the memorandum and
Policy Vault link found in the Resource section for more information, including where to send submissions.

NEWSLETTER FEEDBACK/SUGGESTIONS
The 4th Estate newsletter is published quarterly: fall, winter, spring, and summer. The target audience are mainly
acquisition professionals serving in career positions covered by the Defense Acquisition Workforce Improvement Act
(DAWIA).
Please submit articles, ideas, suggestions, or comments to 4thEstateDACM@doddacm.mil (att: D Jackson) or call 703-8053387.
Additional Acquisition Workforce Resources
Remember, for agency-specific training or career development guidance, always begin with your agency Training
Coordinator or Quota Manager Point of Contact (POC) – typically located in your training, human resources, or acquisition
office.
• For resident DAU training, DAWIA certification, continuous learning, or Defense Acquisition Corps applications/
issues, contact the DATMS Help Desk at datmshelp@asmr.com.
• Agency Travel Managers can contact the DACM Travel Manager at DATMS.travel@asmr.com.
• Agency Quota Managers can contact the DACM Quota Manager at DATMS.quota@asmr.com.
• For online training questions and specific DAU course information, e.g., course directions, welcome messages, online
course registration, etc., contact the DAU Helpdesk at dauhelp@dau.mil, 703-805-3459, or toll-free 866-568- 6924/
DSN 655-3459. Choose option 1.

Acronym Search – How Many Did You Find?
In the last newsletter, we asked how many 4th Estate Agency/Field Activity
acronyms you could find. All told, there were 13 mentioned in the 2019
Winter edition. Did you find them all?

O
D
C
A
A
R
O
T
G
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RESOURCES
The following resources were referred to in this newsletter edition:
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

(pp. 10-11) 4th Estate DACM Quota Manager Report
• For prerequisites and predecessors: http://icatalog.dau.mil/onlinecatalog/AllPredecessor.aspx
(p. 11) Whitehouse Signs Executive Order: https://news.clearancejobs.com/2019/04/25/white-house-issues-executive-order-totransfer-clearance-functions-to-dod/
(p. 12) DAU Acquisition and Executive Level Courses
• PMT 400 – http://icatalog.dau.mil/onlinecatalog/coursedetails.aspx?crs=PMT%20400
• PMT 401 – http://icatalog.dau.mil/onlinecatalog/coursedetails.aspx?crs=PMT%20401
• PMT 402 – http://icatalog.dau.mil/onlinecatalog/coursedetails.aspx?crs=PMT%20402
(p. 14) Acquisition Workforce Trends
• Building a 21st Century Defense Acquisition Workforce: https://warontherocks.com/2019/05/building-a-21st-century-defenseacquisition-workforce/
• Interview: DAU President, James P. Woolsey, and Dr. Nancy Spruill: https://www.dau.mil/library/defense-atl/blog/Spruill-Chartsa-Way-Forward
• Pitfalls of Technology-based Multitasking: https://www.dau.mil/library/defense-atl/blog/Interruptions-From-Technology
• Sci-Fi Acquisition: https://breakingdefense.com/2018/12/sci-fi-acquisition-the-wrath-of-mid-tier-krog/
• Case for Joint Force Acquisition Reform: https://ndupress.ndu.edu/Media/News/News-Article-View/Article/1566584/the-casefor-joint-force-acquisition-reform/
• Demystifying Cloud Computing: https://www.dau.mil/News/Demystifying-Cloud-Computing
• Govt. Contract Accounting System Approval: http://www.dcaa.org/government-contract-accounting-system-approval/
• The Art of Negotiation: https://www.dau.mil/library/defense-atl/blog/Negotiation-Types-and-Power
(p. 16) PPTE Program
• https://dod.defense.gov/News/News-Releases/News-Release-View/Article/1727476/dod-launches-talent-exchange-pilotprogram-to-strengthen-the-acquisition-workfo/
• https://www.dla.mil/AboutDLA/News/NewsArticleView/Article/1779932/dod-program-helps-dla-share-knowledge-talent-withindustry/
• https://guidehouse.com/2019/03/19/guidehouse-selected-to-participate-in-dod-defense-industry-talent-exchange-pilotprogram/
• www.hci.mil/exchangeprograms.html

6.

(p. 16) Addressing Cybersecurity/IT Acquisition Reform Through Rapid Capability Delivery (RCD): http://www.doddacm.mil/assets/
Other Transactions_Craft_CompleteArticle_2019.pdf

7.

(p. 17) DAU’s Acquisition Transition Symposium
• NDS: https://dod.defense.gov/Portals/1/Documents/pubs/2018-National-Defense-Strategy-Summary.pdf
(p. 19) Call for Nominations: Defense Acquisition Workforce Awards

8.

9.

•

http://www.doddacm.mil/assets/FY19DefenseAcquisitionAwards_2.pdf

•

http://www.doddacm.mil/assets/FY19DefenseAcquisitionAwards_3.pdf

•

http://www.doddacm.mil/assets/FY19DefenseAcquisitionAwards_4.pdf

•

http://www.doddacm.mil/assets/FY19DefenseAcquisitionAwards_5.pdf

(p. 20) DCPAS Leader Development Program: https://www.cpms.osd.mil/Subpage/Events/LeaderDevelopment
•

http://www.doddacm.mil/assets/DSLDP_1.pdf

•

http://www.doddacm.mil/assets/DSLDP_2.pdf

10. (p. 20) Second Round of Interim Governance Released for Middle Tier Acquisition: http://acqnotes.com/wp-content/
uploads/2019/03/USDAS-Memo-MTA-Rapid-Prototyping-Rapid-Fielding-Interim-Governance-2-20-Mar-2019.pdf
11. (p. 21 ) Three CM Courses: https://www.dau.mil/News/Three-New-Contract-Management-Courses-Now-Available
12. (p. 22) Excited for TEDxDAU: http://www.dau.mil/TEDxDAU
13. (p. 22) DAU App Now Available: http://go.usa.gov/xEGNg
14. (p. 23) DSS Executes First OTA for Cutting Edge Technology: http://www.doddacm.mil/assets/AQ_Implements_OTA_Heath_
FullArticle_2019.pdf
15. (p. 24) Lizard Brain: http://www.lizardbrainsolutions.com
16. (p. 25) Allied Nations Technical Corrosion Conference: http://www.dodcorrcon.org
17. (p. 25) Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) Announces Expansion Plans: https://federalnewsnetwork.com/defensemain/2019/04/disa-to-take-on-1200-new-employees-nearly-1b-workload-in-2020/
18. (p. 25) Save the Date: Day of Cyber – 26 June 2019: https://www.eventbrite.com/e/defense-acquisition-universitys-day-of-cyber-forall-career-fields-tickets-60417999864
19. (p. 27) FY2020 Procurement Management Review Program
• Memorandum: https://www.acq.osd.mil/dpap/policy/policyvault/USA001338-19-DPC.pdf
• Policy Vault: https://www.acq.osd.mil/dpap/ops/policy_vault.html
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